[1] The fireball producing a crater-forming meteorite fall near Carancas, Peru, on 15 September 2007 has been analyzed using eyewitness, seismic, and infrasound records. The meteorite impact, which produced a crater of 13.5 m diameter, is found to have released of order 10 10 J of energy, equivalent to $2-3 tons of TNT high explosives based on infrasonic measurements. Our best fit trajectory solution places the fireball radiant at an azimuth of 82°relative to the crater, with an entry angle from the horizontal of 63°. From entry modeling and infrasonic energetics constraints, we find an initial energy for the fireball to be in the 0.06-0.32 kton TNT equivalent. The initial velocity for the meteoroid is restricted to be below 17 km/s from orbit considerations alone, while modeling suggests an even lower best fit velocity close to 12 km/s. The initial mass of the meteoroid is in the range of 3-9 tons. At impact, modeling suggests a final end mass of order a few metric tons and impact velocity in the 1.5-4 km/s range. We suggest that the formation of such a substantial crater from a chondritic mass was the result of the unusually high strength (and corresponding low degree of fragmentation in the atmosphere) of the meteoritic body. Additionally, the high altitude of the impact site (3800 m.a.s.l) resulted in an almost one order of magnitude higher impact speed than would have been the case for the same body impacting close to sea level.
Introduction
[2] The fall of a meteorite to Earth is usually accompanied by a range of associated phenomena. These include the light produced from the accompanying fireball, ionization along the meteoroid atmospheric path and sound which may be audible at the Earth's surface. In some instances impact effects near the point of fall may also occur. Most commonly these include witnesses hearing the subsonic motion of large fragments [cf. Brown et al., 1996] and/or noting directly the fall of fragments and production of plunge pits in the case of larger fragments. Very rarely fragments may impact with a substantial remnant of their pre-atmospheric velocity and produce penetration craters [French, 1989] . These craters are usually a few meters to a few tens of meters in diameter. In these instances, the cratering physics is dominated by the exchange of momentum between the ground and impacting fragment, as opposed to being explosive/shock excavated as is the case for larger impacts. Small terrestrial impacts are often strength-dominated, meaning the target material plays a substantial role in determining the final crater characteristics, as opposed to larger craters which are typically gravity dominated and the target material is less important.
[3] Recent examples of penetration crater production include the Sikhote-Alin iron shower of 1947 [Krinov, 1966] , the Jilin chondrite meteorite fall in 1976 [Joint Investigation Group, 1977] , the Sterlitamak iron in 1990 [Petaev et al., 1991] and most recently the Kunva-Urgench chondrite fall in 1998 [Mukhamednazarov, 1999] . In the case of the chondritic falls, the resulting penetration craters were only slightly larger than the impacting mass, while the iron impactors produced craters much larger than the impacting bodies. These cratering events are of interest as they provide insight into the mechanics of small crater production at the lower end of hypersonic speeds in the strength dominated regime on the Earth. Such impacts are relevant to cratering on some asteroids [cf. Holsapple, 1993] as inter asteroid velocities tend to be in the range of a few km/s and are also strength-dominated.
[4] Here we describe the fall of the Carancas meteorite, an H4-5 chondrite [H. C. Connolly, Meteoritical Bulletin no. 93, Meteoritics and Planetary Science, v.43, in preparation, 2008] on 15 September 2007 which produced a crater of $14 m diameter. This event is particularly unusual in that this large crater was produced by a chondritic meteorite. The present work concentrates on understanding and constraining the initial mass and velocity of the impactor and relating that to basic observations of the crater proper. While no optical recordings of the associated fireball are available, thanks to the global instrumentation provided by the International Monitoring System (IMS) of the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty Organization, records of the infrasound waves from produced by the fireball passage have been recorded at stations IS08 and seismic station LPAZ and permit much of the analysis which follows.
Crater and Fireball Observations
[5] A bright fireball was observed by many eyewitnesses in Bolivia and Peru mid-day on 15 September 2007. The fireball was widely reported to have occurred near 1145 local time (1645 UT). Several eyewitnesses interviewed by G. Pereira (personal communication) described the fireball as being nearly as bright as the sun and loud detonations were recorded in the area. Significantly, eyewitnesses interviewed by Pereira at Guaqui, Bolivia reported the fireball as descending vertically, suggesting the true azimuth of the fireball path lies close to the line connecting Guaqui with the crater (azimuth of 71°). Residents of the border town of Desaguadero reported seeing the fireball/dustcloud to their South. Eyewitnesses located between Desaguadero and Azafranal at a ground location near 16.6°S, 69.0°W, who were facing South, observed the fireball heading from left to right, consistent with the observations from Guaqui. Finally, observers located near 17.0°S, 69.2°W some distance to the SSW of the crater reported the fireball to their North moving from right to left. These data suggest a basically East to West orientation to the entry flight path.
[6] Shortly after the fireball's appearance a large explosion was noted in the Carancas area of Peru by eyewitnesses, at least one of whom was only 300 m from the subsequently formed crater. The crater is located at 16°39 0 52 00 S and 69°02 0 38 00 W.
[7] The nearly circular 13.5 m crater spans part of the channel and bank of an ephemeral stream and the adjacent lake plain related to a Pleistocene stand of Lake Titicaca [Argollo and Mourguiart, 2000] . Total relief between the channel floor and the top of the bank is $1 m. The lake plain is underlain by cohesive muddy lacustrine sediments. The difference in elevation of $1 m between the high (north) and low (south) sides of the crater is largely an artifact of the former topography. The water table at the time of impact was less than about 50 cm below the bed of the ephemeral stream channel about $1.5 m below the lake plain so that the impactor immediately came into contact with water-saturated unconsolidated argillaceous sediments. The maximum depth of the crater was not determined because it almost immediately filled with water and slumping sediment from the crater walls. Figures 1 and 2 show the crater as it appeared 7 days after the impact and Figure 3 shows the surface expression 46 days after the impact. Viewed from the north rim of the crater, ejecta consisting of angular fragments of lake sediment stretched predominantly for about 200 m from the SSE to the WNW of the crater. Though the analysis of the ejecta and the formation of the crater are a topic for a separate detailed study, a preliminary visual inspection of the distribution of the ejecta by one of us (GT) visiting the site 45 days after the impact, points to an asymmetry in the pattern. The farthest ejected material was found in the SW direction. Areas to the north and northeast of the crater were comparatively free of ejecta.
[8] Formation of the crater and eruption of the ejecta were closely followed by a mudflow from the crater into the ephemeral stream channel. This mudflow either buried or partly buried angular ejecta blocks within 10 to 15 m of the crater rim along the ephemeral river channel and apparently occurred immediately after impact when steam was rising from the crater. Muddy water, driven by the short-lived shallow heat source created beneath the crater by the impact Figure 1 . The crater 7 days after formation.
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BROWN ET AL.: CRATER-FORMING METEORITE IMPACT IN PERU compression of the soil apparently rose above the lowest crater rim and poured out. This heating of fetid, anoxic mud to steaming is a possible source of the noxious fumes reported by many who arrived at the crater shortly after impact.
Infrasound Data
[9] Infrasonic records from the five closest microbarometer stations of the International Monitoring System (IMS) which had data for this date were examined for potential infrasound signals associated with the fireball/crater production. These included (distance from crater in brackets), IS08 (81 km) in Bolivia, IS41 (1620 km) in Paraguay, I09BR (2250 km) in Brazil, I14CL (2240 km) in Chile and I02AR (4220 km) in Argentina. Of these stations only IS08 and IS41 had signals clearly associated with the event. In what follows we describe and interpret the infrasound data from each station. Figure 4 shows the location of the infrasound and seismic stations in relation to the crater. The infrasound array analysis follows the standard techniques which are described in more detail elsewhere [Evers and Haak, 2001; Edwards et al., 2006] .
IS08 Signal
[10] Fortuitously, the fireball and crater occurred a very short distance from one of only 5 active infrasound arrays in South America. The first infrasonic wave train from the fireball at IS08 begins at 16:44:19 UT (for sensor #4) and is followed $20 seconds later by a second distinct arrival ( Figure 5 ). Table 1 summarizes the signal properties of each of the wave trains. The spectrum of each wave train shows infrasound energy up to the Nyquist cutoff of the instruments (9 Hz). This is consistent with a source very close to the station. These signals show a high cross correlation across the array with an unbounded Fisher Statistic [cf. Evers and Haak, 2001 ] above 20 while the average for the background is 1.4 for the half hour interval before and after these events. Note that the crater is located some 81 km from IS08 at an apparent backazimuth of 231.6°.
[11] To analyze both wave trains in detail we manually chose a range of window sizes and band passes isolating each wave train in turn and performing an F k analysis, which localizes the signal backazimuth and trace velocity assuming a planar wavefront across the microphone array. As a secondary check, we employed the Progressive MultiChannel Correlation (PMCC) algorithm [Cansi, 1995] in an effort to verify these results. The basis of PMCC is a measure of the consistency of delay times (obtained using pairwise cross-correlation) for a given set of wave parameters -in our case backazimuth and trace velocity. If the consistency falls below a threshold, a detection is declared. PMCC results were obtained after filtering from 0.5 -4 Hz and using 10 s time windows, with 75% overlap. Ten frequency bands were used in the processing (covering the 0.5 -4 Hz range where most energy is concentrated in the spectra of the signals), where the basic detection criteria is applied for each time window and frequency band. A nearest neighbor search method is then used to cluster elementary detections into ''families''. The errors in each value (backazimuth and trace velocity) represent the standard deviation of values within each family.
[12] Both techniques show the backazimuth decreasing in time between wave train #1 to wave train #2. Our manual technique yielded a consistent backazimuth for train #1 over many window and band-pass combinations of 234.3°± 3.4°w ith a trace velocity of 0.352 km/s for the first infrasound arrival as compared to the PMCC analysis which resulted in a backazimuth of 227.4°± 1.2°and a trace of 0.346 km/s. Given the large formal errors in backazimuth, we consider that these two estimates are basically in agreement.
[13] The second wave train was analyzed in the same manner and a backazimuth value of 213.7°± 2.3°with a trace velocity of 0.336 km/s was most consistently found from manual examination. For comparison, the PMCC analysis of this second arrival found 215.4°± 0.7°for the backazimuth and 0.348 km/s for the trace velocity; these agree to within error. One uncertainty in the measurement of the second wave train is that some manual combinations of windowing and band passes suggest this could be a very steep return, with trace velocities as high as 0.75 km/s, while still maintaining similar backazimuths. Such a steep arrival angle for the infrasonic signal would imply a source location nearly overhead from IS08.
IS41 Signal
[14] Figure 6 shows the infrasound signal as detected at IS41. The association with the fireball/crater is more difficult in this instance because of the high background noise levels on the first two microphones; the infrasound signal is most obvious in the pressure data from array elements 3 and 4, beginning shortly after 1810 UT. The azimuth from the station to the crater is 309.1°. From manual windowing, the observed backazimuth is 308.7°± 3.1°while from PMCC analysis the value is 309.5°± 0.2°. This agreement with the direction to the crater together with the delay time of $5350 s corresponding to a mean signal speed of 0.303 km/s (which is consistent with a stratospheric infrasound arrivals; Ceplecha et al. [1998] ) makes the signal association with the fireball/crater highly probable. A notable feature of the signal as seen from IS41 is its low amplitude (peak-to-peak amplitude < 0.05 Pa), almost two orders of magnitude lower than the detection at IS08 and comparable to the background noise level.
[15] Attempts to detect any correlated signal associated with the fireball using a range of possible average signals velocities (from 0.20 -0.40 km/s) over a wide range of passband combinations produced no detectable signals at I09BR, I14CL and I02AR.
Seismic Data
[16] At least one seismic station (LPAZ) detected aircoupled Rayleigh waves from the fireball and another (UBINS) may also have detected the infrasonic signal. In both instances our best interpretation based on timing suggests these are from the ballistic shock created by the fireball as opposed to the infrasound signal generated at the time of crater formation by that explosion or by surface waves from the impact itself.
[17] The closest seismic station was LPAZ, located 106 km to the ENE of the crater. Figure 7 shows the vertical component of ground velocity for LPAZ from 1615-1715 UT measured by the short-period sensor. Examination of the hour of data centered around 1645 shows numerous short-duration events like that at 1637. We associate these with microseismic activity which is continuously visible in the LPAZ records. The unusual waveform beginning near 1644 UT (with a beginning at 16:44:42 UT and peaking at 16:45:45 UT which we take as the most probable infrasound signal arrival time for our initial analysis) is phenomenologically similar to air-coupled Rayleigh waves detected seismically from other fireballs [Edwards et al., 2006] . We have applied a minimization constraint for the energy of the reconstructed transverse component at LPAZ to determine probable arrival direction (which is among the most robust techniques for high-noise seismic data). In this approach we apply a series of rotations to the horizontal components of the seismic signal and measure the transverse energy; the angle producing the minimum in the transverse energy is taken to be the most probable arrival azimuth. The radial direction in this case will correspond to the propagation direction for either directly coupled air arrivals or air-coupled Rayleigh waves. We find a best fit arrival direction of 140°with a 180°potential azimuth ambiguity (i.e., either 140°or 320°is possible) in the 8 -17 Hz passband. The error using this technique is difficult to quantify. In particular, different choices of band-pass filter parameters produce quite different azimuths for our data given the extremely low signal to noise ratio. We can neither definitively associate or rule out connection with the fireball infrasonic signal on the basis of this azimuth measurement alone and note that scattering from the significant terrain in the area may complicate the apparent arrival direction.
[18] The seismic data from UBINS is more problematic. Four separate 3 component seismic stations detected a potential signal from this location, on the side of a volcano near Moquegua. Figure 8 shows the band passed vertical component of the signal, observed by one of the four stations, the other stations show similar signals. As with LPAZ, there is a dispersed signal peaking near 16:55:07 UT which appears on all four instruments and which is similar in character to other fireball infrasonic -seismic coupling events and to the LPAZ waveform. However, these data are quite noisy in the horizontal components and taking all four stations as an array and performing PMCC analysis does not produce any signals with backazimuths toward the crater. The horizontal components are used to estimate a common backazimuth for a signal linked to the fireball. The signals are relatively incoherent between the different stations, reflecting the very volcanically active region and associated high seismic noise. Thus we cannot confirm that this represents an infrasound signal associated with the fireball.
Trajectory and Orbit Constraints
[19] From the preceding measurements/observations some immediate constraints are available for the atmospheric trajectory for the fireball. The strongest is the eyewitness observations in Guaqui which suggest a ground azimuth for the path near 71°. From previous experience interviewing fireball eyewitnesses [Hildebrand et al., 2006] , it is likely that this observation places the ground azimuth within about 10 degrees of 71°. From the IS08 infrasound data, the first arrival wave train points back almost exactly to the crater, with the PMCC results suggesting a pointing slightly east of the crater. One interpretation is that this represents infrasound signals from the last portion of the fireball trajectory shortly before impact. Another, perhaps simpler interpretation, is that this is the arrival of the infrasound signal created by the surface explosion which created the crater. Note that this signal travels with ground-level acoustic velocities across the array. On the basis of simultaneous inversion of local earthquake arrival-time data for velocity and hypocentral parameters, shallow (<5 km) crustal S-wave velocities (V s ) in the central Andes near LPAZ are 2.85 km/s ± 10% [Dorbath and Granet, 1996] . Since Rayleigh surface waves are thus expected to propagate at group wave speeds of more than $2.36 km/s (i.e., 92% of V s ), we do not believe any surface waves from the crater formation were detected at IS08, noting that the MB2000 infrasound sensors which are used at IS08 are known to act also as good seismometers.
[20] The second wave train shows a smaller backazimuth and arrives slightly later -this behavior is typical of fireball infrasound signals from earlier/higher in the trajectory. This suggests that the fireball was moving generally from EastWest and to the South of IS08. Since the azimuth connecting IS08 to the crater is 52°, this further constrains the fireball azimuth to be larger than 52°. Our best fit trace velocity for this second wave train ($0.34 km/s) corresponds to a near horizontal arrival angle. However, given the potential ambiguity in the solution (see section 3.1), and the local effects of the planetary boundary layer we choose not to use this as a firm constraint.
[21] To construct a most probable trajectory we make use of the data from IS08 and LPAZ as the most reliable. The crater is taken to be the terminal ground point projection (i.e., the location where the straight line trajectory intersects the ground). We proceed on the assumption that the fireball likely did not experience significant fragmentation episodes, the strongest evidence for this being the survival of a substantial mass to the ground to form the crater. Under such an assumption, we expect the infrasound signal at each station to represent a ballistic arrival; that is an infrasonic wave propagating perpendicular to the trajectory in reaching the station (cf. ReVelle [1976] for details). Theoretical considerations and observations have shown that ballistic arrivals may be produced for deviations up to $20°from this limit Edwards et al., 2007] . In addition to this constraint, we have the arrivals timing as a second constraint. Here we use a model atmosphere as generated from the UK Meteorological Office (UKMO) assimilated data set [Swinbank and O'Neill, 1994] for winds below 65 km height supplemented with NASA and Naval Research Labs MSIS-E00 and Horizontal Wind Models (HWM) [Hedin, 1991; Hedin et al., 1996] for temperature and winds over 65 km altitude at the time and location of the crater formation. Point source ray tracing was performed using the InfraMap [Gibson and Norris, 2000] utility coupled to this model atmosphere. Raytracing from the crater to IS08 suggests that any infrasound signals which might arrive would have a travel time of 242 sec from crater production to arrival of the 1st infrasound signal at IS08, presuming the 1st wave train at IS08 is from crater production.
[22] Applying the ballistic constraint for IS08 coupled with the apparent backazimuth of the second wave train (215.4°) we find that the trajectory solutions meeting this criteria have either low-entry angles (15 -40°) and pass just south of IS08 (up to a radiant azimuth of 58°) or have slightly steeper entry angles (41°-48°) with azimuths from 82°-110°. These combinations of radiant azimuth/elevation do not produce correct timings at IS08 and LPAZ and so are discarded from further consideration. However, for trajectory azimuths beyond 58°and entry angles above 45°strict ballistic solution to IS08 no longer exist. The closest paths to ballistic for IS08 occur at a fireball azimuth of 66°for all entry angles above this value. Unfortunately, none of these strictly ballistic solutions can simultaneously match the observed timing between IS08 and LPAZ -for most cases the solutions would suggest that the infrasound signals should be detected at LPAZ first (which is clearly not observed). Furthermore, the timings do not match the relative temporal spacing between the 1st wave train arrival (presumed to be from the crater) and the 2nd wave train at IS08. Recognizing that these timings are likely a more stringent constraint than the ballistic geometry (which can show deviations of up to tens of degrees) we relax the ballistic constraint for IS08 and search for the closest to ballistic for IS08 solution (which is still ballistic for LPAZ) which matches the arrivals at IS08, LPAZ and still retains the relative timing between the 1st and 2nd infrasonic arrivals at IS08.
[23] Employing this approach and searching across a grid spaced at 1 degree increments in azimuth and elevation we find a best fit trajectory solution having an azimuth of 82°, and a reasonably steep entry angle of 63°. We note that the deviation from a ballistic arrival is 25°for this solution relative to IS08 placing it near the upper end of previously observed deviations (cf. Edwards et al. [2007] who refer to such arrivals as quasi-ballistic). This solution also establishes the time of formation of the crater as 16h 40m17s UT. Figure 9 shows this trajectory plotted on a regional scale map of the fall area, together with the IS08 backazimuth measurements. We emphasize that this cannot be considered a unique solution, but rather representative on the basis of the assumptions just outlined.
[24] With this proposed trajectory solution we may also examine potential pre-atmospheric orbits for additional constraints on the entry velocity. In particular, Wetherill and ReVelle [1982] show that meteorite-producing fireballs are rarely in trans-Jovian orbits. Another measure of this constraint is to require that the Tisserand parameter with respect to Jupiter be larger than 3 [Levison, 1996] . Table 2 shows the orbit solutions for our best fit radiant azimuth and altitude. The orbit becomes trans-Jovian for initial velocities above 16.9 km/s. This suggests that the initial meteoroid velocity at the top of the atmosphere must have been between 11.7-16.9 km/s.
[25] As an independent check on this solution, we may apply the weak-shock overpressure/period approach [ReVelle, 1976; Edwards et al., 2007] to this trajectory relative to IS08 for plausible meteoroid velocities and masses (see section 6) to check for consistency in the observed overpressure and period. Figure 10 shows the expected overpressure as a function of height (terminating at the altitude of IS08) for the full range of velocity/masses predicted in section 6. The predicted period from the weak-shock model is within error of that observed at IS08 for the low-mass/low-velocity case; the overpressure is more than a factor of two higher in the model than observed. This difference in overpressure is well within typical variations previously noted for fireballs with independent optical -infrasound records . The higher-velocity/mass curves show even larger differences in overpressure and much larger periods. The overpressure is particularly sensitive to height -heights below 55 km produce overpressure estimates more than an order of magnitude higher than observed and periods much longer than is observed. This suggests that the overpressure and periods measured at IS08 favor the lower velocity/mass combinations to be described in the next section, though the fits are less sensitive to mass than velocity. This measurement also rules out shallow entry angles.
Meteoroid Entry Modeling
[26] Having established a preferred trajectory and narrowing entry velocity limits in the previous section we attempt to model the entry of the meteoroid. For this procedure we use the diameter of the crater as a constraint. We note that given the crater size (13.5 m) and the expected diameter range of the impactor ($1 m), the crater may be near the transition from material strength scaled cratering to gravity scaled cratering [Holsapple, 1993] depending on the yield strength of the local soil, though ostensibly it is still in the strength scaled regime. Scaling relations in this transition range are not well established, so for a fixed impact velocity and impact angle we can expect final masses to vary by factors of several depending on the approach used. [27] Here we employ the crater scaling relation developed by Gault [1974] given by:
where D is the crater diameter in meters, r m is the mass density of the impactor (in units of kg À3 ), r t is the mass density of the target (in units of kg À3 ), W is the kinetic energy of the impactor (in J) and q is the impact angle from the horizontal. This relation applies to craters formed in loose soil, which is reasonably appropriate in our case. Other scaling relations [cf. Holsapple, 1993] were compared to this result and found to produce values within $20% in terms of crater diameter for modestly hypersonic impact velocities (1 -6 km/s). Given large uncertainties in material properties, crater scaling relations in general and the large role water saturation can play in such cratering [Melosh, 1989] we feel this relation is as representative and appropriate as anything else available in the cratering literature.
[28] Taking this crater size -impactor energy/mass/size relation, we have a range of end masses/velocities consistent with the crater size. We next model the ablation behavior of the meteoroid in the atmosphere, making use of the orbital constraint determined in the previous section to limit our initial velocities between 11.7-17 km/s.
[29] The first model we employ is that of ReVelle [2005] . This model includes luminosity output based on an energetics end height approach (see also ReVelle [2001a ReVelle [ , 2001b for more details of parameters used in the model). For this application we use a bottom up approach by searching for an inverse solution, using combinations of initial masses, entry angles and entry velocities which produce the crater of the correct size (with a crater size tolerance of ±2 m and an end height tolerance of 0.5 km) observed at the ground. The variables chosen for ablation parameters, porosity and density (3300 kg À3 ) of the impactor were those appropriate to type I fireballs, which are believed to be related to ordinary chondrites [Ceplecha et al., 1998 ]. We explicitly do not allow any significant fragmentation in this approach -incorporation of fragmentation generally will move our estimated initial masses to higher values if everything else remains the same. Figure 11 shows the family of solutions from this modeling in terms of initial mass and entry velocity as a function of entry angle. The modeling does not find any suitable combination of initial mass and velocity for entry angles below 48 degrees. Moreover, the model independently predicts no solutions for velocities above 15.5 km/s at any entry angle, in agreement with the constraints from orbital considerations. For our favored trajectory/entry angle the model also predicts minimum masses reaching the ground of 1000 -1600 kg with predicted impact velocities at the ground of 3 -4 km/s. Initial masses range from 3100-8500 kg with equivalent initial kinetic energies of 0.06-0.23 kilotons (kT) of TNT equivalent (1 kT TNT = 4.185 Â 10 12 J). This model also suggests that the peak absolute magnitude of the event was between À17 and Figure 10 . Predicted overpressure as a function of height based on the extreme range of blast wave radii (Ro) for our modeling solutions using a weak-shock model. The weak-shock periods at the ground are shown for each of the extreme values of blast radius. The lower value for the blast radius (67.0 m) corresponds to modeling solutions, with masses of 6800 kg and velocity of 12.6 km/s, while the upper limit corresponds to values of 10,000 kg and v = 14.9 km/s all at 60 km height. À20, consistent with eyewitness observations reporting brightnesses approaching that of the sun.
[30] As a simple check on this detailed result, we also apply the gross fragmentation model of Ceplecha et al. [1993] . Here again we assume explicitly that no significant fragmentation occurs during flight so that the motion truly is that of a single-body. We make use of the recent work of Ceplecha and ReVelle [2005] who show, in particular, that the intrinsic ablation coefficient (i.e., without implicitly accounting for fragmentation) for meteorite producing fireballs is generally in the range 0.004 -0.008 s 2 km À2 . Using these bounding ablation coefficients (as constants) and the range of 12 -17 km/s for entry velocity constrained from the orbital considerations (with all other parameters corresponding to type I fireballs as in the previous model and using our favored trajectory solution) we again imposed the constraint that our final kinetic energy must produce a crater of the observed size (13.5 m in diameter) using equation (1). Figure 12 shows the initial and final masses under these simplified modeling assumptions. Our range of initial masses is nearly identical to that found from the earlier, more detailed model; in the present model initial masses range from 5700 -9100 kg and equivalent initial kinetic energies vary from 0.1-0.32 kT TNT. Figure 12c shows the velocity as a function of time for the extreme initial velocities in the model.
[31] The main difference between the models is in the final end height conditions. The final masses in this model are a factor of 2 -3 larger and the final impact velocities $1/2 that of the ReVelle model. This disparity is due to the different manner in which velocity depends on the ablation coefficient in the two models (cf. ReVelle [2005] for details). In the discussion which follows we will use the results from the model of ReVelle [2005] . An interesting point brought out by both models is that the high altitude of the impact location (3800 m above sea level) is a major contributor to the size of the crater. Had the object impacted at sea level, the crater would have been less than half its observed size and the impact velocity would have been only mildly supersonic.
Discussion
[32] From the foregoing analysis it is clear that the problem of fireball trajectory reconstruction is not highly constrained; we have made a number of assumptions in arriving at our favored trajectory model (radiant azimuth of 82°and entry angle of 63°). If the infrasonic arrival at LPAZ, for example, is taken to be the very start of the signal waveform (instead of its amplitude peak) the trajectory solution moves to a lower azimuth (near 75°) and steeper entry angle ($70°). The uncertainties in the launch angle of a ballistic wave to either IS08 or LPAZ produce another set of uncertainties which lead to comparable possible variations in the radiant location. We can state, however, that the preponderance of the eyewitness observations and infrasonic data from IS08 in particular favor a fireball trajectory coming from the E or ENE with the ejecta pattern at the crater generally supporting this notion.
[33] The interpretation of the first infrasonic arrival at IS08 leads to two potential scenarios. The simplest is that this represents the infrasound signal produced from the explosion of the crater. The main difficulty with this interpretation is that for the UKMO model atmosphere used for this date/time/ location, acoustic rays from the crater have no direct path to IS08 from the crater. Our modeling with InfraMap does not account for the significant topography between the crater and IS08. Indeed, the terrain first increases in altitude away from the crater in the direction of IS08 before decreasing again. This topographic barrier makes it even more difficult for direct ray arrivals. It is possible that acoustic reflections from mountains and the rugged terrain produce arrivals at IS08 which are not direct and/or that the low-level winds differ from what is in the atmospheric model; in both cases these could lead to production of the first infrasonic arrival at IS08 from the crater. If we accept that this infrasound signal is from the crater formation (keeping in mind the outstanding issues with this direct interpretation), we may estimate its source formation energy by appealing to work done in calibration of energy of surface explosions using infrasound. From the first wave train arrival at IS08, we may use the relation developed by Davidson and Whitaker [1992] to include the effects of winds on the expected change in overpressure measured infrasonically. Their empirical relation connecting overpressure, source yield, range and wind velocity measured for high explosive surface changes takes the form:
where the ground range, R, is in kilometers and source energy, E S , in kilotons of TNT equivalent explosive energy. Here Pc is the wind corrected amplitude in Pascals of the form:
where A is the measured pressure amplitude, v h is the horizontal component of the wind vector directed toward the receiver in meters/second and k is an empirical constant in seconds per meter. Using the model wind values and applying this relation to our observations we find an equivalent predicted yield of $5 tons TNT. We remark that using various other yield-pressure-range scaling relations without expli- citly accounting for the effects of winds produces yields 1 -2 orders of magnitude lower.
[34] The other interpretation is that this represents the ballistic wave from near the end of the fireball path, perhaps because of some low-altitude fragmentation. Using the PMCC measured backazimuth for the first infrasonic arrival at IS08 (227°) and intersecting this with our favored trajectory (azimuth 82°and entry angle 63°) produces a putative point at altitude 20 km some 11 km from the ground location of the crater. Ray tracing does produce ray paths to IS08 from this location. Using the results from the previous modeling section and taking the solution producing the smallest blast radius (56 m) at this height we find the predicted weak-shock overpressure at IS08 to be 22 Pamore than an order of magnitude higher than is observed. Unless our model velocity or mass is much too high or this is a signal from a fragmentation event we rule this out as a plausible interpretation.
[35] Using the signal from IS41 we may apply the longrange empirical bolide energy estimation relations developed by Edwards et al. [2006] to derive an independent source energy estimate. As with the ambiguity in the first wave train observed at IS08, it is not entirely clear whether the infrasound signal arriving at IS41 relates to the crater formation or the latter stages of the fireball. In either instance, it should roughly correspond to the cratering energy presuming the signal does not come from early in fireball flight.
[36] Given the extreme variation in noiseness across all four channels at IS41 we choose to use the channel with the highest signal to noise (#3) and recognize that this represents an upper limit to the energy estimate. Using the crater -IS41 range and great circle component of the wind from our atmospheric model together with the observed signal amplitude (0.04 Pa peak-to-peak) we derive a source energy estimate of 3 tons TNT equivalent.
[37] The UBINS signal is difficult to reproduce with raytracing; the returns are counterwind and no direct acoustic paths from the crater to UBINS could be found. For our proposed trajectory the geometry is such that no ballistic returns should reach UBIN. We conclude that the tentatively identified signal on UBINS is probably not related to the fireball.
[38] Ground surface waves from the crater impact should have been produced, but the range at which these would be detectable is unclear. We can take our crater origin source time (16 h 40 m 17 s) and use a P-wave velocity of 5 km/s to estimate the arrival time for any direct ground wave at LPAZ. This produces an estimated time at LPAZ of 16 h 40 m 38 s. There is a small signal at 16 h 40 m 36 s, but LPAZ is replete with similar signals separated by only a few tens of seconds over the interval 16 h 30 m -16 h 45 m so this identification, while suggestive, is not confirmable with our data alone. Seismic stations closer to the crater might be able to detect any body or surface waves, but we find no evidence in these data for such waves.
Conclusions
[39] From our reconstruction of the probable trajectory of the fireball producing the crater near Carancas, Peru we find a most favored radiant for the fireball to be at an azimuth of 82°and entry angle of 63°. From this trajectory, potential orbits which are not trans-Jovian constrain the entry velocity to be below 17 km/s. Entry modeling of this event suggests initial masses of 3 -9 tons and initial energies of 0.06-0.32 kT TNT equivalent. The final impact velocity is estimated to be in the range of 1.5 -4 km/s and the final mass upon impact is of order a metric ton. Infrasonic pressure amplitude measurements using several different approaches correspond to source energies of 2 -3 tons TNT equivalent for crater formation. All of these estimates are comparable to the 1.5 tons TNT equivalent impact kinetic energy predicted from equation (1). From this modeling alone we predict few or no impact shock effects proximal to the crater and suggest that much of the mass of the original impactor has been spalled out of the crater and/or the mass remaining in the crater is in the form of disaggregated small fragments.
[40] The most unusual aspect of this crater-forming impact is the nature of the impactor. In general, chondritic meteorites break up during atmospheric flight and do not reach the surface as large objects with a significant fraction of their pre-atmospheric speed. The peak dynamic pressure experienced by the Carancas impactor from our modeling is <30 MPa, while the most probable is just over 15 MPa based on our most probable entry velocity near 12 km/s This is comparable to the typical ''strongest'' fireball material which experiences main fragmentation above $12 MPa [Ceplecha et al., 1998 ], though we note there is a considerable spread in the strengths of chondritic-like fireballs and no clear correlation between strength and mass. The tensile strength of ordinary chondrites averages $20 MPa, but the spread from measured meteorites is almost an order of magnitude [Petrovic, 2001] . This emphasizes the great range in strength amongst individual meteorites, a trend we also expect to be reflected in pre-atmospheric meteoroids. Thus a strong, coherent stony object with few shock cracks could likely withstand the pressures most of our models predict for Carancas (based on lab measurements of meteorite strengths) and experience mild or no fragmentation as opposed to the catastrophic fragmentation typical for chondrites. It is notable that the largest singlemass chondritic meteorite, Jilin, at 1170 kg is comparable to the mass range we estimate for the Carancas meteorite and that the original estimate for this impacting mass just before contact with the soil was 2 tons. In the spectrum of pre-atmospheric strengths, it seems most probable that the Carancas chondrite was simply at the statistical highend of the strength distribution, thus accounting for the large single mass to impact near Carancas. Finally, we observe that the unusually friable nature of the recovered meteorite fragments [Nunez del Prado et al., 2008] would be explained in our hypothesis as being due to significant shock disaggregation at impact.
[41] Note added in proof. As this article was going to press, another analysis of the infrasound and seismic data associated with the Carancas fall has also appeared (A. Le Pichon et al., Evidence of a meteoritic origin of the September 15th, 2007 Carancas crater, Meteoritics and Planetary Science, 2008) . Using additional data from several seismic stations closer to the crater than were available for our analysis, this study finds similar source energies to the values we describe and a trajectory solution that is within error of our best fit solution.
